Introduction
Given an information network, we are interested in ranking sets of nodes that score highest on user-specified criteria. Examples include (1) discovering sets of authors with expertise in a wide range of disciplines; (2) finding sets of patents which, if removed, would have the greatest effect on the patent citation network; (3) identifying small sets of IP addresses which taken together account for a significant portion of a typical day's traffic; and (4) detecting sets of countries whose vote agree with a given country (e.g., USA) on a wide range of UN resolutions.
We present this ranking task as a Top-K problem. We assume the criteria is defined by L real-valued features on nodes. This gives us a matrix F , whose rows represent the N nodes and whose columns represent the L real-valued features. Examples of these node-centric features include degree, betweenness, PageRank, etc. We define an L-tuple v 1 , . . . , v L as a selection of one value from each column. The score of an L-tuple is equal to the sum of the selected values (i.e., sum of the tuple's components). For a given parameter K, we require an algorithm that efficiently lists the top K L-tuples ordered from best (highest score) to worst. The L-tuple with the highest score corresponds to a set of nodes in which all features take on optimal values.
As described in the next section, we solve the Top-K problem by utilizing SMA* [1] , which is a fixedmemory heuristic search algorithm. SMA* requires the specification of an additional parameter M for the maximum allotted memory-size. The choice for M has a dramatic effect on runtime. To solve this inefficiency problem, we introduce a parallelization of SMA* (on distributed-memory machines) that increases the effective memory size and produces super-linear speedups. This allows use to efficiently solve the Top-K ranking problem for large L and K (e.g., L ∈ [10 2 , 10 3 ] and K ∈ [10 6 , 10 9 ]). Experiments on synthetic and real data illustrate the effectiveness of our solution.
A Serial Solution to the Top-K Ranking Problem
Given F , a matrix of L columns of real-valued features over N rows of vertices, and an integer K, our application of SMA* will report the top K scoring L-tuples that can be selected from F . First, we take each column of matrix F and represent it as its own vector. This produces a list X which contains L vectors (of size N × 1). We sort each vector in decreasing order. Then, we begin constructing D, another list of L vectors of real numbers. Each vector D i has |X i | − 1 entries, where D ij = X ij − X i(j+1) . Note that the values in each D i are all nonnegative real numbers; and D i is unsorted.
The top-scoring L-tuple, R 1 , can immediately be reported; it is simply the tuple generated by selecting the first element in each X i . At this point, the problem can be divided into two subproblems whose structure is identical to the original problem (i.e. another instance of the Top-K problem). While there are several possible ways to make this division, we choose one that allows us to search efficiently. In particular, we choose the vector which would incur the least cost when its best element is discarded. This can be deter-mined by choosing the vector i with the minimum D i1 . Given this index i, we generate two subproblems as follows. In the first subproblem, we discard the best element in list X i . The resulting list of vectors will be called X 1 . In the second subproblem, we keep the best element in vector X i and remove all other elements from vector X i . The resulting list of vectors here will be called X 0 .
Let Our procedure for generating subproblems has three important properties. First, every L-tuple generated from X is either R 1 , from X 1 , or from X 0 . Second, no L-tuple generated from X 1 or X 0 has a score greater than score(R 1 ). Third, the top-scoring L-tuple from X 0 has the same score as R 1 . Given this formulation, a recursive solution to the Top-K problem is possible. In the base case, the input list X has L vectors of length one, and there is only one possible L-tuple to report (namely, R 1 ). Given arbitrary length vectors in X, we use SMA* [1] (a heuristic search approach), which allows us to generate a the top K tuples one at a time and satisfy our space complexity of less than O(K).
A Parallel Solution to the Top-K Ranking Problem
The aforementioned serial algorithm is very sensitive to the choice of M , the maximum amount of memory that can be allocated. Here we present a parallel SMA* algorithm that offers dramatic improvement in runtime.
For a machine with P processing nodes, we use A* search to generate the P -1 best candidate subproblems. This covers the entire search tree. Because each subproblem is independent of the others, each processing node can perform SMA* search on its subproblem and incrementally report results to the master processing node, where the incoming tuple lists are merged and results are reported.
For small P , this algorithm works as expected and produces super-linear speedup. However as P increases, the performance boost can decrease quickly. This occurs because the runtime for this parallel algorithm is dominated by the single processing node with the longest runtime. If the initial allocation of subproblems to processing nodes is imbalanced, additional processing nodes may not improve performance at all. To ameliorate this problem, we adopt a load-balancing heuristic.
We run parallel SMA* on the input data with K K as the threshold parameter. We then use the relative load from each subproblem as an estimate of the total work that will have to be done to solve that subproblem. We use these estimates to redistribute the initial search-tree nodes and repeat until there are no changes in the initial allocation of search-tree nodes. This distribution is then used to generate the top K Ltuples as described above. In our experiments, this heuristic correctly balanced the loads on the processing nodes. Moreover, the initial overhead to calculate the estimates was a negligible fraction of the overall runtime.
Experiments
We tested our Top-K algorithm on synthetic and real-world (namely, patents, IP traffic, DBLP, and UN voting) data sets. For brevity, we only discuss one of them here. Our patents data set is a collection of 23,990 patents from the U.S. Patent Database (subcategory 33: biomedical drugs and medicine). The goal here is to discover sets of patents which, if removed, would have the greatest effect on the patent citation network. In particular, we are interested in patents which are frequently members of such sets; and we Table 2 : Centrality scores for the 10 highest-frequency patents in the top-100K tuples want to find which centrality measures correspond to these frequent nodes in the citation network. We generated a citation network with 23,990 nodes and 67,484 links; then calculated four centrality metrics on each node: degree, betweenness centrality, random walk with restart score (RWR), and PageRank. In the Top-K framework, there are 4 vectors: one for each centrality measure. The indices into the vectors are patents. The entry i in vector j is the (normalized) centrality score j for patent i. Table 1 lists the patents with the highest frequency in the top-100K tuples. As expected, the patents associated with DNA sequencing have the highest frequencies. Table 2 presents the centrality scores for the patents listed in Table 1 . As it can be seen, the centrality scores alone could not have found these highly impacting patents (since no patent dominates all four centrality scores).
